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Products and services around the topic load security are in the spotlight,
when Spanset GmbH & Co. KG, Übach-Palenberg, makes ist appearance
at the IAA Nutzfahrzeuge (Commercial Vehicles) in Hannover from
September 25 to October 02, 2014. In the development of new products
SpanSet does not only rely on its know-how as a pionier in load security.
The experience of customers also flows into the design. Examples of this
are the edge protection profiles KaSiPlus and LaWi, whereby weight, size,
contact surface, stackability and geometry are the result of many
discussions with industry and the people in the transport area.

KaSiPlus: Protection for sensitive paper rolls
The properties of KasiPlus were specified according to requirements of the
paper and transport industries. That is why the edge protector offers
optimal protection to sensitive paper roll edges and prevents mechanical
damage. A champfer and an inwardly directed edge protection profile
protects the edge of the roll of paper effectively against pressure marks.
The large contact surface of the KaSiPlus moreover leads to a very low
contact pressure of less than 1,8 daN/cm² at 500 daN pre-tensioning
force.

The construction re-inforced with bridging pieces makes the KaSiPlus
especially robust and warp resistant, and the polished strap re-directions
allow an optimal power transmission when lashing down. In minus
temperatures KasiPlus also offers advantages in comparison with
conventional edge protectors: Thanks to the use of a special plastic it does
not break, even when it falls down during loading.
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KaSiPlus is universally deployable for the securing of upright and
horizontal rolls of paper, it is easy to handle, stackable and therefore
space-saving when stored away. Due to the increased demand there are
economic advantages in the production, which Spanset will pass on to its
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customers with immediate effect by way of a revised pricing strategy.
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LaWi: Universal long edge protection
LaWi is a versatile long edge protection in L-profile, with which loose load
combinations can be combined and secured in one loading unit. The LaWi
is especially suitable for delicate and sensitive freights such as roof tiles,
planed timber beams, doors etc. The inside champfer of the edge
protector protects the loading edge, the large edge curvature preserves
the lashing strap and optimizes the force direction. A particular feature of
the plastic protector edge is its high torsional rigidity, which helps when
bridging load gaps.

The utilized material - an impact-proof polyethylene - and a special interior
honeycomb structure increase stability and robustness of the long edge
protector. Thanks to the temperature-stable plastic LaWi is deployable
between minus 40°C and plus 100°C. The large contact surface facilitates
handling and reduces the danger, that the edge protector could fall off.
The long edge protector is suitable for all strap widths and can be
shortened to any length.

You can find further information in the internet under www.spanset.de or
directly from SpanSet at the IAA Nutzfahrzeuge (Commercial Vehicles)
2014 in Hannover on the stand in hall 27 / E22.
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Fig.1: KaSiPlus offers optimal protection against mechanical damage to
the sensitive edges of paper rolls.

Fig. 2: The long edge protector is very robust and warp resistant and can
even bridge load gaps.
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